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REGINA BARR CELEBRATES 20 YEARS IN BUSINESS AT SPRING NETWORKING SOCIAL 
 
Inver Grove Heights, Minn. (04/11/23) – Regina Barr started Red Ladder, Inc. in April 2003 with one 
goal: to develop people and inspire success. For 20 years, Regina has motivated her clients by 
providing them with hands-on knowledge, practical wisdom and relevant experience gained by 
successfully navigating the corporate world for over two decades.  
 
Regina has worked with many clients as a speaker, coach, and consultant. A few of the milestones 
over the last 20 years:  

• Founded the Women at the Top® (WATT®) Network 

• Published Women at the Top® (WATT®) Study annually (since 2009) 

• Award winning Women at the Top® blog (BlogHer, 2011)  

• Recorded over 150 podcasts and teleseminars  

• Videotaped 66 podcasts/ Power Tips™/ webinars  

• Published almost 200 blogs/ articles  

• Host semi-annual Women at the Top® (WATT®) Networking Social for Professional 
Women (10 years) 

• Numerous industry honors  

• Over 150 coaching, training & consulting clients served 

• Over 10,000 participants spoken to  

• Over 60 speaking programs developed 
 
“As the daughter of a single working mother, I learned at an early age that having a positive attitude, 
a willingness to learn, and the ability to pivot, were necessary if I hoped to be successful,” said Regina 
Barr. “That was the backbone to my success. I wanted to inspire others to believe that with hard work 
and a shift in their mindset, they could do the same. That’s why I started Red Ladder with one simple 
goal, to inspire others to succeed.”   
 
Regina Barr and Women at the Top® (WATT®) has provided a space for professional women to invest 
in their social capital over the last 10 years. On Tuesday, April 18, 2023, we are celebrating Regina’s 
20 years in business AND networking with professional women at Northeast Bank in Minneapolis, 
MN. More information and registration here:  https://reginabarr.com/event/spring-2023-networking-
social/  
 
For more information about Regina or her programs, visit ReginaBarr.com. 
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